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laOSSBAUER EFFECT MEASUREMENTS OH THE IHTERKETAILIC COig>OTO)S Biyil АШ) Hl^Ga

Strongly Stooer enhanced B a t e r i a l a l ike Bi,Al and Sl.Ga are o:f great i n t e r e s t for the

understanding of magnetism. These materials sho» о very high s u s c e p t i b i l i t y and ttm so

celled " g i a n t moment" tvhen i ron i a added In very low concentrations i s about 25 aoc! 4C u_

per i ron atom in H1.A1 and fii,Ga respectively (Schinkel ot al,,, 1968, Schalwijk »t a l . ,

1971). Oenerally a nicroscopio technique вв the Kopubauer effect i s very helpful iri ijaining

in.Bight in magnetic material в . In В1-;А1 and Bi^Ge two factors however may obscuro the ibfoi^

mation. P i r s t l y the poculinr magnetic propert ies are due to the superstructure c:' those

a l loys , which i s derived from the fee n lcke la t ructure : n ickel atoms ere occupying the faces,

ali'miniua or grll lum atora.4 the comers of e cube 'Cu,Au s t r u c t u r e ) . Secondly the endttina
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Co and the absorbing Fe gueet atoaa вау have e Bite preference for either the Ei or
the Al/Ga position. For at random dietrJbatod guest si;oms the ratio of the jeeupation num-
bers of the Si and the Al/Ga position ol course «ill be 3. Especielly in the Kosabauer
effect technique s?hen abaorbera and sources are given mechanical end heat treatmants, these
factors isuot be understood. In a forthcoming paper 7.-e will diseuas these effects on the
ouperetructure and the site occupation, and the possibility to teet the materials with
X-ray, auaceptibility and Kosshauer techniques. Here we mention only that the Moasbsuer ef-
fect in the first placsi givoe information about the short range order (see figure la and
lb) for room temperature- spectra of disordered and ordered material* X-ray diffraction gives
ths long range ordsr parameter (Corey and Potter, 1967), but is not sensitive to eaall
ferromagnetic precipitates, which can obscure the nagnetic behaviour of the alloys (De
Beer, 1969). A fast and reliable test for magnetic purity ia susceptibility aeasureisent.
For example filings of a Ki-^ 75A-l25Peo 25 s a m P l e reduce?) X by more than 50%. A heat treat-
ment of one weefc at 800° С recovers the bulk susceptibility completely. Full ordering en
concluded frcas euscoptibility meaourementa has beer, confirmed by x-ray diffracticra.

The site preference of cobalt or iron atoms can be obtained frois Hossbauer spectra. We em-

phasize the importance of a comparison of source and absorber experiment fo.r unravelling

the spectra. The emission spectrum oi Hi,. --Al^-fe- »c as shown in figuru 1c is Interpreted

ae consisting of a doublet due to Co nuclei at Si-sites and a singlet due to Co nuclei

at Al-sitea. The ratio of the occupation пшпЬегв njfH1^! °f Co atoms at Hi- and Al-sites is

4.4. This identification becomes clear after comparison with the abesrption apettivua (figu-

re 1b). Hera the single line is much more intense than the doublet because most of the iron

atoms go into the aluniniuss s i tes . From this spectrum яе derive Пвн!Пд-=0.2Э. Ir. Hi Ga, we

find the sees trei*d. For a Hi^.GagrFe, source for instance we find that al l cobalt atoms

are going into the nickel eiteB, and for the same Eaterial as absorber tse find for the iron

atoros Dfli^Qa"''?. These ratios are dependent on the thermal history of the sample.

The preference of cobalt for Ni~ and iron for Al-aiteo i s in agreement with the рЬазе

boundaries (at 1150° C) in the ternary systems Hi-Ai-Co and 3i-Al-!?e around the Bij&i cosa-

position (Gueni end Heetbroote, 1959). The direction of the solubility lobes (figure 2) for

cobalt and iron indicate that, at 1150° C, cobalt prefers the nickel poeition, whereas iron

has an equal preference for both positions. Combining thase £a<its with our ЫоввЬвиезг results,

tihlch are оЪ+.ainad at low temperatures ($800° 0), we conclude that the preference of both

cobalt and^dron at lower temperatures is shifted towards ь stronger Al-site preference. In

order to g;t аоше insight in theae matters one can use a "rigid ball" picture, and compare

atomic radi i . Hî Aland Bî fSa have a cubic closest packing with tae Cu.Au etructure, in which

the Al or Oa atoms are not nearest neighbours. Since these atoms азге slightly larger than

the Hi atoms, thio contributes to the stability of the ordered phase. For the understanding

of the s i te preference of gueata ws have listed in table 1 the lattice constants oi' the

various metals and alloys in the fee structure. Compasdng Co with Pe we expect tha" the
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smaller Co atom prefers the Ni-eite, and the bigger Pe atom has more preference! for the

Al/Ga position. Escauee Ga is bigger than Al, as Shown by the lattice Constanta' of H 1 , G B

and Si,Al, the Fe preference in Ni-jGa will tt less substantial, this in accord with our

Kosabauer results.

The room temperature emission and absorption spectra of Hi.Al and Hi,&a are computer ana-

lysed assuming a singlet and a doublet. The results are given in table II. The doublet ie

due to iron or cobalt atoms at the nickel site. Such an atom is in a tetragonal surrounding,

giving rise to an asially symmetric electric field gradient. In general the lattice and the

parent atom may contribute :o the field gradient. If the surronding atoms in thin lattice

ere responsible, charge between the TJi and the Л1/С5а atoms has to be transferred, ов воэшв-

ed for foe rare earth-aluminium intet-metallic coiopoundB (De Wijn ei al., 1970). Assuming

point charges at the latticn sites we find the utmal formula for the electrio field gradient

a charge transfer of approximately 1 electron charge. This leads to highly ionic compounds,

which seems contradictory to the metallic charactor of the alloys. It ia more likely to

assume that the 3d-change distribution of the iron atom is somewhat distored through the

difference in size between the 8 niefcel and the 4 other atoms in the first neighbouring

shell. This also explains that the quadrupole splitting at ''?e nuclei in Hi-jGft Is larger

than in Fi,Al, viz 0.52 and 0.37 mm/sec respectively. An extra indication that t'.ne distort-

ed 3d shell causes the field gradient io the temperature dependence of the quodmpole split-

ting, which at 600°C has been reduced to 50?. of ite room temperature value.

As can be seen from table II the isomer shift at the Al/Ga position is very clot« to

-0.02 ши/вес, which ie found in metallic niciel. This may show that the electronic structure

of the nickel atoms ia not much affected through the aluminium or gallium atotrs. On the

other hand some changes can be expected through the expansion of the lattice. Ihs

shifts belonging to the two positions in the Hi,Ga lattice are botn negative relative to the

corresponding shifts in tLe Hi-
(
A1 lattice. Thus the s-Blectron density at the

 Ji
Vo nuclei

in NijGa is lower than in Ri,A3 . Since an iron aton at an Al/Ga pOBi'Clos in both cases has

12 nickel neighbours, we asaumt, neglecting the volume effect, that this lower a-ileetron

density reflects a higher number of d-electrone in the Hi^Ga 3d-band. Because thiв band ie

nearly filled. •'le 3d density of states at the Fermi level in Hi,Ga is lower than in Hi^il,

This is in agreement with the occurrence of ferromagnetiBE in stoichiometric Hi-j-ill,,. with

T
C
=41°K and only paramegnetism down to 0°K in Hi^cGag- (De Boer, 1969). The relbtivaly low

s-elcctron density at a nickel site in Ni,Ga may show a more effective screening by the

distorted 3d-shell of the iron atom.

The hyperfine magnetic fields at 4.2°K are also given in table II. Considering tha prefe-

rence of Co- and Fe-atoms in the lattice, the fields at the nickel and aluminium sites

are foond to be 227 (il) and 238 (il) kOe respectively. The numbers between pnrentheses

зге theerrors, given by the computer fit. The emission spectrum exhibits oonsidemble line

broadening, probably caused by inhomogeneous diffusion of Co in the surface layiir of the

material. This inhomogeneity results in much higher hyperfine fields (Dudas at al,,
;
 1971,

1972), so thEt we consider the number of 227 kOe as an upper limit. The usually munitioned

causes for differences in hyperfine fields are "changes in the parent magnetic momeint or

effects from neighbouring magnetic momentB farough conduction electron polarization. Here

hov/ever the more distorted 3d-ahell of an iron atom in a nickel site, compared to that in

an aluminium aite, also has to be considered. Since the hyierfine magnetic field is a re-

sult from the contact interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the e-electron

spin distribution with the same magnetic moment may cause a different hyperfine magnetic

field.
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SABLE I relevant lattice constants In

Hi

3.524

Hi3Al

3.552

HijOa

3.582

/•-Co

3.545 3.591

Hi,Fe
(ordered)

3.552

Bi,Pe
(disordered)

3.554

•IABLE I I ?g and 4.2°K gpoctra of Si^Al and Hl̂ Ga

S174.75AL25?e0.25
source
absorber

Hi-.OagcPOj

source

Hi75Ga25
source

RS
IS

Al/Ga poa.

+0.02
+0.03

-0.03

-0,02

Hi pos.

-0.03
-0.03

-0.12
-0.12

-0,14

QS

Hi PO8.

0.39
0.35

0.53
0.48

0.56

Г

o.?3
0.27

0.31
0.29

0.30

°Bi
n/.l/Ga

4.40
0.23

inf.
1.3

5.2

4.2°K

ha
(kOe)

227
238

1,6

O.B(>

All ve loc i t ies are in вза/авс, IS relative to iron and calculated for the material as a sour-
ce. Г ела Fj g a:ca the ful l widths at half height for the 3 КГ-Цпев, and the 2 outermost
l ines respectively,,
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Source Pip;.2. Solubility taacdariea of Co and Pe In
Ordered КЦА1. (Guard and Wea-tbroofc, 1959)

\Moaly t mm/sec I

RT S

Fig.l» RT spectra of Ri-Al.IS relative to Iron,
calculated for th^ material as a source
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